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    1.    Where My Christmas Lives - 3:55  2.    It's Not My Time (Acoustic version) - 3:58  3.    It's
the Only One You've Got (Acoustic version) - 4:17  4.    Your Arms Feel Like Home (Acoustic
version) - 3:48  5.    Let Me Be Myself (Acoustic version) - 3:53  6.    Pages (Acoustic Version) -
3:49  7.    Runaway (Acoustic Version) - 3:25  8.    Where My Christmas Lives (Acoustic
version) - 3:51    Band members:  Brad Arnold - vocals   Todd Harrell - bass   Chris Henderson
- guitar   Chet Roberts - guitar  Greg Upchurch - drums    

 

  

3 Doors Down’s “Where My Christmas Lives” is the latest release from the band. It’s an EP that
came out for the holidays featuring the band’s new Christmas song that goes by the same
name. On the EP you’ll find the normal version of the song and then you’ll find an acoustic
version of the song. There’s also six more acoustic songs coming off of the band’s last album.
The Christmas song is pretty straight-forward, it will definitely play well in anybody’s holiday
collection. That’s not why you should download this LP though. The cool part about this is the
acoustic songs that you get alongside of it. It’s good to hear “Let Me Be Myself” and “It’s Not My
Time” in their acoustic forms. The band could have just released the Christmas song as a single
and called it good, but they decided to add the acoustic tracks to the release, that’s something
that their fans will appreciate. This EP is for 3 Doors Down fans, casual listeners might like the
Christmas song and a song here and there, but fans of the band will appreciate all 8 tracks on
this holiday release. ---Ryan, alternativeaddiction.com
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